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Experimental Study of Enhanced Active Resonant
DC Circuit Breakers

Tim Augustin, Marley Becerra, Senior Member, IEEE, and Hans-Peter Nee, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Enhanced active resonant (EAR) DC circuit break-
ers (DCCBs) are a novel type of DCCB that use a discharge
closing switch as interruption medium. A technical limitation
of discharge closing switches is the minimum voltage across the
main gap required for successful triggering. A novel commutation
process creating the minimum voltage internally is proposed,
which allows to simplify the EAR DCCB configuration and to
reduce its component count. In the prototype, the discharge
closing switch is implemented with a triggered vacuum gap. Ex-
periments show that the triggered vacuum gap can be triggered
reliably down to a voltage of 50V and that the discharge in
the triggered vacuum gap is highly oscillatory at low current.
The originally proposed EAR DCCB configuration has to be
tuned such that the commutation to the triggered vacuum gap
succeeds at low current. Conversely, the novel commutation
process decouples the minimum voltage from the current level by
adjusting the triggering delay. This allows reliable commutation
irrespective of the operating conditions. It is shown that the novel
commutation process does not adversely affect DC interruption.
Proactive commutation operation and auto-reclosing strategies
are demonstrated.

Index Terms—DC circuit breakers, DC power systems, Gas
discharge devices, HVDC circuit breakers, Spark gaps.

I. INTRODUCTION

POWER electronics-dominated DC grids are evolving
around the world to integrate intermittent renewable en-

ergy sources. Such DC grids will play an important role in the
power system of the future. DC faults, however, pose a threat
to DC grids since the fault currents rise rapidly and many
commonly used voltage-source converters cannot control the
DC-side current during the fault. Hence, DC circuit breakers
(DCCBs) are crucial components needed to handle DC faults
in power electronics-dominated DC grids [1].

Various DCCB topologies have been proposed and an
overview of DCCBs is given in [2]. Most DCCBs are either
current-injection DCCBs or hybrid DCCBs. Current-injection
DCCBs use an arcing mechanical switch as interruption
medium with an injection circuit that injects a counter current
into the arcing mechanical switch to force a local current zero
crossing [3]–[10]. This extinguishes the arc and interrupts the
DC. Hybrid DCCBs use power semiconductors as interruption
medium and commutate the DCCB current from normally
conducting mechanical switches to power semiconductors that
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interrupt the DC [11]–[20]. Hybrid DCCBs have substantially
lower on-state losses than solid-state DCCBs. On the one
hand, power semiconductors with turn-OFF capability are
expensive. On the other hand, power semiconductors with
turn-OFF capability increase the flexibility of hybrid DCCBs
and, depending on the concept, allow advanced functionality
such as proactive commutation and fault current limitation.
Proactive commutation compensates for protection delay [21]
and provides fast backup protection. Fault current limitation
increases interruption speed and reduces the peak energy [22]
as well as the stress on the converters.

The tube-based DCCBs described in [23], [24] operate sim-
ilarly to hybrid DCCBs. The tubes used must be able to turn
ON and OFF similar to power semiconductors with turn-OFF
capability. The hybrid DCCBs in [25]–[27] use thyristors in-
stead of power semiconductors with turn-OFF capability. The
thyristors must be turned OFF with an external circuit com-
parable to an injection circuit. The enhanced active resonant
(EAR) DCCBs introduced in [28] are tube-based DCCBs that
use discharge closing switches (DCSs) as interruption medium.
DCSs are like discharge-based thyristors because DCSs can
be turned ON and not OFF. Thus, EAR DCCBs depend on
an injection circuit for turn-OFF similar to current-injection
DCCBs and thyristor-based hybrid DCCBs. Nonetheless, EAR
DCCBs internally operate similarly to hybrid DCCBs, thus
offering comparable functionality. In addition, EAR DCCBs
allow for a design with asymmetric interruption capability.
This implies that the EAR DCCB works as an hybrid DCCB
in one current direction and as a current-injection DCCB in
the other current direction.

The knowledge about EAR DCCBs and their properties
is still limited. The operation modes of originally proposed
EAR DCCBs were explained in [28]. However, the preliminary
test results only demonstrated the basic operating principle
of EAR DCCBs. [29] focused exclusively on the actuator
of the mechanical switch used in EAR DCCBs. The main
contribution of this article is an in-depth experimental study
of the EAR DCCBs in various operating modes and of a
novel commutation process. As explained in [28], operating
scenarios such load current interruption and high impedance
faults with relatively low current can be challenging for EAR
DCCBs, because of the minimum voltage requirement of
the DCS. The article also addresses this open question by
experimentally studying the characteristics of the DCS and the
commutation processes at low current and low voltage. The
novel commutation process proposed in this article allows to
simplify EAR DCCBs and to reduce the component count by
a resistor, capacitor, and diode valve rated for DCCB voltage,
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respectively. The novel commutation process also improves
the performance and reliability of EAR DCCBs by generating
a voltage sufficiently above the minimum voltage irrespective
of the current level.

The structure of this work is as follows. Section II describes
EAR DCCBs and the novel commutation process. Section III
explains the prototype, the test circuit, and the test procedures.
Section IV studies the triggering of the DCS, the commuta-
tion processes, DC interruption after the novel commutation
process, proactive commutation, and auto-reclosing strategies
in experiments. Section V discusses the experimental results
and their impact on the design of EAR DCCBs. Section VI
concludes the article.

II. ENHANCED ACTIVE RESONANT DC CIRCUIT
BREAKERS

A. Overview

The EAR DCCBs were introduced in [28]. The originally
proposed unidirectional EAR DCCB configuration is shown
in Fig. 1a. The core of all EAR DCCBs is a DCS in the
commutation path that replaces the power semiconductors with
turn-OFF capability used in hybrid DCCBs. The main path is
implemented with a mechanical switch S and a load commu-
tation switch (LCS) similar to [11]. DCSs are discharge-based
devices that only turn OFF at current close to zero comparable
to thyristors. An injection circuit as used in current-injection
DCCBs is applied to force a current zero crossing in the DCS
for turn-OFF and to interrupt the DC iDC. The operation states
of the originally proposed EAR DCCB configuration were
explained in [28] for several operating scenarios. The use of
DCSs is beneficial in terms of costs, reliability, robustness,
current and voltage ratings, and footprint.

Bidirectional EAR DCCB configurations were described in
[28] as well. EAR DCCBs allow to implement bidirectional
configurations with symmetric or asymmetric interruption ca-
pability. Asymmetric bidirectional EAR DCCB configurations
imply that the interruption time or the functionality provided
is not same in both current directions. Despite the similarities
with current-injection DCCBs, EAR DCCBs offer functional-
ity comparable to hybrid DCCBs, for instance proactive com-
mutation. Auto-reclosing operation in overhead line systems
can be executed either by turning ON the main path or by first
turning ON the commutation path and then commutating iDC

to the main path.

B. Minimum Voltage Requirement

The voltage between the anode C and cathode B of the DCS
uDCS has to exceed a minimum voltage to turn ON when
triggered. The minimum voltage depends on the particular
DCS technology and is a limiting factor for the operation
of EAR DCCBs. The voltage potentials at the anode uC and
cathode uB determine the voltage across the DCS uDCS =
uC−uB as shown in Fig. 2. The RC circuit in the commutation
path is charged from the DC line through the diode D to
provide the voltage potential uC with approximately the same
magnitude as the DC bus voltage uG. The voltage potential
at the cathode uB is approximately equal to uG. When a
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Fig. 1. Unidirectional enhanced active resonant DC circuit
breakers.
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Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of the originally proposed enhanced
active resonant circuit breaker configuration during the trig-
gering of the discharge closing switch.

DC-side fault occurs towards terminal B of the DCCB, uB

decreases below uG. However, the decrease of uB depends on
the fault resistance RF. Severe fault currents flow during solid
faults with RF = 0, the DC line voltage collapses and, hence,
uB = 0. Consequently, uDCS = uC − 0 = uC and the voltage
across the DCS approximately equals uG, which exceeds the
minimum voltage substantially. If, however, RF is high or for
load current interruption (RF =∞), uB is equal to or slightly
different from uG. In this case, uDCS would be small and
almost zero. If uDCS is lower than the minimum voltage of
the DCS, the DCS can mistrigger and the EAR DCCB cannot
commutate properly. Even though high resistance faults and
load current are not critical for the DC system, because of
the low current level and redundancy in various EAR DCCB
topologies to handle mistriggering [28], the limitations due to
the minimum voltage still have to be quantified experimentally.
Moreover, the stability of the discharge in the DCS at low
current must be investigated.
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C. Injection Circuit

Injection circuit topologies can be grouped into three char-
acteristic types with examples shown in Fig. 3: pre-charged
with an external power supply (Fig. 3a), pre-charged from
the DC line (Fig. 3b), and injection current build-up with
successive oscillations (Fig. 3c). If an external power supply
is used to pre-charge the injection circuit as in Fig. 3a, the
external power supply has to be rated for a voltage in the order
of magnitude of the DC line voltage. The switch is closed
to discharge the pre-charged capacitor such that the injection
current causes a current zero crossing. Injection circuits that
are pre-charged from the DC line require more switches than
injection circuits with external power supply, for instance two
thyristors T1 and T2 in the topology from [4] shown in Fig. 3b.
Before operating, the grounding switch is closed to provide
a charging path to ground and T1 is fired to start charging
from the DC line. When the injection circuit is activated, T2

is fired causing an oscillation in the LC circuit that reverses
the polarity of the capacitor. T1 is fired again to discharge
the capacitor such that the injection circuit causes a current
zero crossing. In the successive oscillation technique [7] shown
in Fig. 3c, a converter rated for a fraction of the DC line
voltage builds up the injection current in several cycles by
switching a pre-charged capacitor into the resonant circuit
with alternating polarity. The successive oscillation technique
requires an external power supply rated for a fraction of the
DC line voltage to energize the converter. In contrast to the
other injection circuit topologies, the successive oscillation
technology inherently adapts to the fault current level without
added complexity. This is a clear advantage of the succes-
sive oscillation technique because, unlike the other injection
circuit topologies, it does not suffer from arc reignitions
when interrupting lower than peak fault current. Therefore,
the successive oscillation technique allows a promising design
with a smaller and cheaper resonant circuit. Nonetheless, the
diode in the commutation path of the originally proposed
EAR DCCB configuration would block the injection current in
reverse direction. Hence, the successive oscillation technique
is incompatible with the originally proposed EAR DCCB
configuration.

D. LCS-Assisted Triggering

The minimum voltage requirement and the incompatibility
with the successive oscillation technique are disadvantages
of the originally proposed EAR DCCB configuration. Both
disadvantages are partly due to the diode D and the RC circuit.
Hence, an EAR DCCB without diode D and without RC
circuit as shown in Fig. 1b would be preferable. For such a
configuration to work, the minimum voltage of the DCS must
created internally within the commutation loop formed by the
main path and the commutation path. The operation states of
this simplified EAR DCCB are illustrated in Fig. 4 exemplary
for a unidirectional configuration. Under normal operating
conditions, the main path conducts iDC (Fig. 4a). The EAR
DCCB is activated before it is tripped by the DC system
protection and it proactively commutates as described in [28]
for the originally proposed EAR DCCB configuration. For

Uext

(a) Pre-charging from external power supply [6]

T1 T2

(b) Pre-charging from DC line [4]

Converter

(c) Successive oscillation technique [7]

Fig. 3. Main types of injection circuit topologies.

proactive commutation, the controller of the EAR DCCB has
to sense abnormal operating conditions with, for instance, an
overcurrent criterion. When proactive commutation is initiated,
the LCS in the main path is turned OFF to commutate iDC

into its snubber circuit (Fig. 4b). The snubber circuit can
be an MOV as depicted or an elaborated design as needed
if S is implemented with an ultra-fast disconnector instead
of an arcing mechanical switch [30]. The snubber circuit
absorbs the turn-OFF voltage of the LCS. Since S is still
closed, the turn-OFF voltage also appears across the DCS.
The DCS is triggered when the turn-OFF voltage surpasses
its minimum voltage (Fig. 4c). Within microseconds, iDC

commutates from the snubber circuit to the DCS (Fig. 4d).
The turn-OFF voltage of the LCS does not affect iDC during
the fast commutation process because the turn-OFF voltage
of the LCS is considerably lower than the voltage rating of
the MOV in the energy absorption path. Considering the role
of the LCS, this commutation process is referred to as LCS-
assisted triggering.

Next, S opens while the DCS conducts iDC (Fig. 4e). This
takes several milliseconds depending on the actuator of S.
If the DC grid condition is deemed to be noncritical, the
EAR DCCB aborts proactive commutation after a set duration.
However, if the EAR DCCB receives a trip signal from the
DC grid protection or if iDC exceeds the maximum DCCB
current, the EAR DCCB starts the interruption process by
activating the injection circuit (Fig. 4f). The injection circuit
creates a current zero crossing in the DCS to extinguish the
discharge. After that, iDC commutates to the injection circuit
to recharge its capacitive storage (Fig. 4g). The voltage across
the injection circuit increases until the MOV in the energy
absorption path becomes conductive commutating iDC to the
MOV (Fig. 4h). The MOV imposes a counter voltage, which
decreases iDC to zero finishing the interruption process. When
the EAR DCCB has cleared the fault, it prepares for reclosing
by replenishing the energy storage of the injection circuit and
of the actuator for S. In fast auto-reclosing strategies for DC
systems with overhead lines, the maximum charge capability
and the maximum operating frequency of the DCS have to be
obeyed. Common auto-reclosing times like 100 ms to 300 ms
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Fig. 4. States of the simplified unidirectional enhanced active
resonant DC circuit breaker configuration using LCS-assisted
triggering during interruption.

are not a problem.
In the simplified EAR DCCB configuration, no component

is added compared to the originally proposed EAR DCCB
configuration and the RC circuit and the diode D are removed.
It has to be kept in mind that RDCS, CDCS, and D have to
be rated for the DCCB voltage, the voltage imposed by the
MOV during interruption, which has to exceed the DC line
voltage. Assuming a DCCB voltage by a factor 1.5 higher
than the DC line voltage and 5.5 kV diodes, the diode count
is reduced by at least 11 for a 40 kV MVDC system and by
88 for a 320 kV HVDC system. Additional voltage balancing
circuits for the series connections in the diode valve are
not needed either. Overall, the component count is reduced
substantially without any trade-off. The connection to ground
within the RC circuit of the originally proposed EAR DCCB
is also undesirable in a high voltage design since it introduces
stringent and costly isolation requirements. The simplified
EAR DCCB configuration is, thus, more cost-effective than
the originally proposed EAR DCCB configuration.

III. TEST METHODOLOGY

A. Advanced Test Circuit

A specialized test circuit as described in [31] and shown
in Fig. 5 is needed to test all functionalities of a DCCB.
This test circuit allows to replicate various scenarios such as
auto-reclosing and proactive commutation with combinations
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Fig. 5. Advanced test circuit for enhanced active resonant DC
circuit breakers.

of constant load current, fault current, and temporary current.
Moreover, the test circuit also includes a backup solid-state
DCCB to protect the EAR DCCB if it fails to interrupt or if
the DCS conducts for an excessive duration.

B. Experimental Setup

The originally proposed EAR DCCB and the simplified
EAR DCCB are tested with the configurations shown in
Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b, respectively. A triggered vacuum gap
(TVG) is used as DCS and a vacuum interrupter (VI) with
a Thomson-coil actuator described in [29] is used as S in
the prototype EAR DCCB. The injection circuit shown in
Fig. 3b is used because this topology without external power
supply simplifies the experimental setup. In this prototype, the
protective voltage level of the MOV in the energy absorption
path is lower than the rated voltage of the LCS. Therefore,
it is sufficient to use a single MOV as snubber of the LCS
and for energy absorption. The controller of the prototype
is realized in the field programmable gate array part of a
Xilinx system-on-a-chip on the ZedBoard

TM
. The controller

has an input from the protection system for the external
trip signal and an auto-reclosing enable flag. The controller
also has an interface to the controller of the VI system via
optical fibres. The Hall-effect-based current sensors LEM HAT
800-S are used to measure the total DCCB current and the
current in the TVG for the controller. Depending on the DCCB
current level, the controller activates proactive commutation.
Apart from that the current measurements are currently only
used for internal DCCB protection against overcurrent and
excessively long conduction of the TVG. The test settings,
DCCB settings, and the triggering delay of the TVG are set
via a software interface. In an industrial application, aging
could affect the interaction between LCS and TVG during
LCS-assisted triggering. Therefore, the voltage across the TVG
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should be directly or indirectly measured, for instance in the
gate driver of the LCS, in the simplified configuration to
adjust the triggering delay of the TVG correspondingly. The
parameters of the prototype and test circuit are given in Tab. I
with the maximum constant DC IL and peak fault current IF.
The experimental setup shown in Fig. 6 is based on a prototype
from a previous PhD project [32]. The IGCT power supply,
the triggering unit of the TVG, and the resonant circuit of
the injection circuit are mounted below the base plate of the
EAR DCCBs and can, hence, not be seen in Fig. 6. For safety
reasons, the experimental setup is housed in an explosion-
proof test room and the experimental setup is automated.

C. Test Procedures

Tests involving the VI are complex, although the VI itself
has a limited impact on the experimental results. The VI
is usually operated without arcing similar to a disconnector
and, consequently, does not affect the internal commutation
processes of the EAR DCCB. Thus, the VI is left unconnected
in the tests, in which the VI is not the subject of interest, to
reduce the complexity. A diode is inserted instead of the VI
since the injection current would otherwise freewheel through
the intrinsic anti-parallel diode of the IGCT used as LCS.
The following tests of aspects fundamental to the successful
operation of EAR DCCBs are executed.

1) Triggering of Triggered Vacuum Gap: The triggering
characteristics of the TVG are studied using the configuration
shown in Fig. 5a, particularly focusing on the minimum volt-
age. According to the manufacturer of the TVG, the theoretical
minimum voltage is 15 V to 20 V. However, it is recommended
not to operate below 50 V to avoid damaging the TVG. First,
the RC circuit is pre-charged by turning ON and OFF the
backup DCCB. Second, the TVG is triggered manually. RDCS

is varied to analyze the effect of the current provided by the RC
circuit and of the RC time constant on the triggering process.

2) Commutation from Main Path to Commutation Path:
Commutation from the main path to the commutation path can
only succeed if the TVG is triggered successfully. The com-
mutation process is affected by the delay between triggering
the TVG and turning OFF the LCS and possible interactions
of the discharge in the TVG with the RC circuit, among
other factors. The diode replacing the VI as described above
can introduce phenomena not representative for EAR DCCBs
since the parasitic elements of the diode and its dynamical
properties can lead to interactions with the discharge in the
TVG. Therefore, the diode is shorted in this test. A temporary
fault with a defined peak current is used as test scenario
because it does not require the EAR DCCB to interrupt. Hence,
the injection circuit is not activated at all and freewheeling of
the injection current through the anti-parallel diode of the LCS
is avoided. The commutation process takes a few microseconds
and the test current is practically constant during this time.

3) Auto-Reclosing: Auto-reclosing can be executed with
the main path, the VI, or with the commutation path, the TVG.
However, the triggering unit of the TVG used is only capable
of operating the TVG at 1 Hz, which is substantially slower
than typical deionization times of arc faults. Consequently,

(a) Overview of the experimental setup

(b) Enhanced active resonant DC circuit breaker prototype

(c) Close-up of the triggered vacuum gap

Fig. 6. Experimental setup used to test the enhanced active
resonant DC circuit breaker.
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TABLE I
Parameters of DCCB test circuit and EAR DCCB

IL/A IF/A ULV/kV UTVG/kV LDC/mH CLV/mF RC/kΩ RL/Ω RTVG/Ω CTVG/µF LC/µH CC/µF

150 1200 0.5 2.8 1.4 11.2 10 3.3 1-15 10 9 60

0 Ttrip

0

Ip

Itrip
Imax

//
Treclose Tabort

iDC

Fig. 7. Test scenario to study the capability of enhanced active
resonant DC circuit breakers to abort proactive commutation.

reclosing is attempted after 1.107 s (experimentally determined
to work) in the commutation path reclosing tests.

4) Memory Effect: Using proactive commutation also re-
quires the capability to abort this operation state again. This
is done by reclosing the VI and then turning ON the LCS.
The discharge voltage of the TVG is higher than the voltage
drop across the main path, thus commutating iDC from the
TVG back to the main path. The abortion of proactive com-
mutation was demonstrated in [28]. However, in one of the
very first experiments immediately after an interruption test,
proactive commutation could not be aborted. Hypothetically,
the relatively high current of the interruption test could have
altered the initial state of the TVG in its next operation. To
exclude a potentially detrimental memory effect, the abortion
of proactive commutation has to be studied systematically.
The test scenario used as illustrated in Fig. 7 starts with load
current followed by a fault with subsequent auto-reclosing
followed by a temporary fault and ends with load current. The
EAR DCCB should be able to abort proactive commutation at
the end of the test scenario. Tests are run every 20 min to
assure that the TVG is in the same state in each test.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Triggering of Triggered Vacuum Gap

Figure 8 studies the triggering of the TVG with different
pre-charge voltages and RTVG = 4.7 Ω. Initially, the voltage
across the TVG uTVG equals the voltage across CTVG. The
forming phase immediately after triggering is characterized
by high-frequency discharge voltage oscillations with peaks
of several kilovolts while the discharge is forming in the
TVG. When the discharge burns in the conduction phase,
the discharge voltage and forming current are less volatile
compared to the forming phase. CTVG discharges into the
TVG until the voltage across the RC circuit decreases below
the minimum voltage necessary to sustain the discharge. At

0
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i T
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Fig. 8. Triggering tests of the triggered vacuum gap for various
RC circuit pre-charge voltages with RTVG = 4.7 Ω.

the end of the conduction phase, the discharge voltage and
iTVG begin to fluctuate again and the discharge in the TVG
extinguishes. After that, uTVG equals the residual voltage of
CTVG. The observed waveforms do not change qualitatively
for the voltage levels tested since the current provided by the
RC circuit is relatively low. Nevertheless, the discharge voltage
tends to be more chaotic for decreasing current.

Figure 9 shows the discharge voltage during the conduction
phase and extinction phase for various RTVG at a pre-charge
voltage of 60 V. During the conduction phase, RTVG barely
affects the discharge voltage. However, the discharge extin-
guishes earlier with a larger residual voltage across CTVG for
increasing RTVG because the lower current is chopped OFF
earlier and the RC circuit does not completely discharge.

The discharge in the TVG is highly stochastic as shown
in Fig. 10 for several measurements with RTVG = 1 Ω and
RTVG = 15 Ω. Even in this low-current regime, the discharge
voltage is remarkably more volatile with strong oscillations
for higher RTVG, because of the lower forming current. The
discharge voltage oscillations also affect the discharging of the
RC circuit and can lead to premature discharge extinction as
evident by the higher residual voltage across CTVG. Despite
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Fig. 10. Triggering tests of the triggered vacuum gap at 60 V.

the highly volatile discharge voltage, the TVG triggers reliably
and mistriggering has not been observed in the experiments.
Nonetheless, the TVG will not trigger any more if RTVG is
increased further. The forming current would be too small to
sustain the discharge and the capacitor energy would dissipate
in the discharge without proper commutation.

B. Commutaton from Main Path to Triggered Vacuum Gap

1) Originally Proposed Commutation: The internal DCCB
currents and uTVG during the commutation from the main
path to the commutation path of the originally proposed EAR
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Fig. 11. Commutation from the load commutation switch to
the triggered vacuum gap of the originally proposed enhanced
active resonant DC circuit breaker configuration.

DCCB configuration are shown in Fig. 11 at relatively low
current. For RTVG = 1 Ω, the commutation succeeds at
t = 19 µs. Then, the discharge in the TVG becomes unstable
and the discharge voltage fluctuates until the current in the
TVG is interrupted at t = 87.4 µs. For RTVG = 15 Ω, the
discharge voltage is also volatile, but the discharge does not
extinguish. Despite the stochastic nature of the discharge, the
outcomes for commutation were consistent in the experiments.
Nevertheless, the discharge in the TVG did occasionally not
extinguish after commutation for RTVG = 1 Ω. At increased
voltage and current, commutation with RTVG = 1 Ω does not
fail as shown in Fig. 12 since the volatility of the discharge
voltage reduces with increasing current.

A closeup of the commutation process is shown in Fig. 13.
For RTVG = 1 Ω, the current in the TVG equals the forming
current from the RC circuit prior to the commutation. The
current in the TVG collapses at t = 12 µs with tremendous
positive discharge voltage peaks. This indicates a discharge
instability, which could be due to physical phenomena in the
discharge or interactions with the RC circuit. Commutation
is also tested with various delays between the triggering of
the TVG and the turn-OFF of the LCS. Obviously, the delay
cannot be arbitrarily large because the discharge in the TVG
would extinguish at a current close to zero before the commu-
tation. Apart from that, the delay is irrelevant for the success
of the commutation process, which can even succeed during
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Fig. 12. Commutation from the load commutation switch to
the triggered vacuum gap of the originally proposed enhanced
active resonant DC circuit breaker configuration with RTVG =
1 Ω at ULV = 50 V.
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Fig. 13. Closeup of commutation from the load commutation
switch to the triggered vacuum gap of the originally proposed
enhanced active resonant DC circuit breaker configuration.

the forming phase of the discharge as depicted in Fig. 13 for
RTVG = 15 Ω. The commutation process is, however, slower
in the forming phase compared to the conduction phase.

2) LCS-Assisted Triggering: A closeup of the commutation
process in the simplified EAR DCCB configuration with LCS-
assisted triggering is shown in Fig. 14. With the chosen
triggering delay tTVG between the turn-OFF of the LCS and
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Fig. 14. Closeup of the commutation from the load commu-
tation switch to the triggered vacuum gap of the simplified
enhanced active resonant DC circuit breaker configuration with
LCS-assisted triggering and tTVG = 1.417 µs.

the triggering of the TVG, the TVG is triggered when the
turn-OFF voltage of the LCS UTO is approximately 280 V
and the commutation succeeds within 1 µs. Immediately after
triggering, discharge voltage oscillations comparable to the
originally proposed commutation process are visible. The
volatility of the discharge voltage is actually reduced with
LCS-assisted triggering and commutation did not fail once at
any of the current levels tested from 10 A to 1200 A. Thus,
the stochastic nature of the discharge in the TVG does not
affect LCS-assisted triggering. The triggering delay is critical
for LCS-assisted commutation because it has to be chosen to
assure that UTO exceeds the minimum voltage of the TVG.
By careful selection of the triggering delay, LCS-assisted
triggering works at any current level. Figure 15a demonstrates
how the triggering delay affects UTO. The triggering delay
has to be adapted for each current level to limit the turn-OFF
voltage of the LCS since the turn-OFF voltage of the LCS
increases faster with increasing current as shown in Fig. 15b.

C. Interruption

The interruption capability of originally proposed EAR
DCCB configuration was already studied in [28]. The results
from interruption tests of the simplified EAR DCCB config-
uration in Fig. 5b with LCS-assisted triggering are shown in
Fig. 16 up to 1200 A. In these tests, the VI is connected to
resemble operation in industrial applications, even though the
VI does not influence the commutation processes as described
before. The simplified EAR DCCB configuration works as
expected in the tests, which demonstrates its feasibility.

D. Auto-Reclosing

1) Memory Effect: The potential memory effect is studied
with the originally proposed and simplified EAR DCCB
configuration and the test scenario shown in Fig. 7. The peak
fault current is set to 1000 A and the peak temporary fault is
set between 300 A to 900 A. Reclosing is executed with the
TVG and only this part of the experiment is shown in Fig. 17.
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Fig. 15. Study of the turn-OFF voltage for LCS-assisted
triggering.

LCS-assisted triggering is not used for auto-reclosing with the
simplified EAR DCCB configuration since the DC-line voltage
provides the voltage required by the TVG in this case. The
only difference between both configurations is that the RC
circuit provides an initial current for the TVG in the originally
proposed configuration, which is visible at t = 0 in the upper
graph. Both configurations succeed to reclose with the TVG
and to commutate iDC from the TVG back to the main path
after iDC decayed. This result is reproduced for all temporary
fault current tested and, thus, the memory effect does not
exist. The unsuccessful abortion of proactive commutation
after an interruption test described in Section III-C4 was a
singular event due to another cause. For instance, improper
conditioning of the TVG prior to the first experiments could
have affected the discharge in the DCS adversely. Given the
above, EAR DCCBs feature proactive commutation because
they can reliably abort this operation state.
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Fig. 16. DC interruption tests of the simplified enhanced active
resonant DC circuit breaker configuration with LCS-assisted
triggering. The solid part of the traces corresponds to the state
shown in Fig. 4e, in which the triggered vacuum gap conducts
iDC.
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Fig. 17. Temporary fault after auto-reclosing operation of the
enhanced active resonant DC circuit breaker with the triggered
vacuum gap and subsequent commutation to the main path.
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Fig. 18. Auto-reclosing operation of the enhanced active
resonant DC circuit breaker with the triggered vacuum gap
and persisting fault.

2) Commutation Path Reclosing: Figure 18 shows a sce-
nario, in which the originally proposed and simplified EAR
DCCB configuration interrupt a fault current, reclose with
the TVG, and then clear the persisting fault in a second
interruption. As visible, the EAR DCCB does not need to
commutate iDC from the TVG back to the main path after
reclosing and can instead interrupt the fault current directly
with current injection. The EAR DCCBs could also clear the
persisting fault without delay since the VI is not operated.
However, the capacitor of the injection circuit is recharged to a
higher voltage during the first interruption, which would entail
a too large injection current for an earlier second interruption
at lower current. Therefore, the current trip level after reclosing
is implemented to be equal to the regular current trip level. The
reclosing operation works similarly for the originally proposed
and simplified EAR DCCB configuration. The reason for the
difference in uTVG for both configuration is that the MOV is
connected differently.

3) Main Path Reclosing: Auto-reclosing operation of the
simplified EAR DCCB with the VI is demonstrated in Fig. 19.
Auto-reclosing is initiated 300 ms after the first DC interrup-
tion by reclosing the VI and the fault current immediately
rises again. The triggering unit of the TVG is not ready
yet and, hence, proactive commutation is not possible. When
the trip current is surpassed, the VI is opened with an arc.
In the second interruption, current injection extinguishes the
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Fig. 19. Auto-reclosing operation of the simplified enhanced
active resonant DC circuit breaker configuration with the
vacuum interrupter.

arc in the VI. The peak current is higher compared to the
previous DC interruption because the protection delay cannot
be compensated with proactive commutation.

V. DISCUSSION

The expected volatile nature of the discharge in the TVG at
low current and high-frequency oscillations, especially in the
forming phase, do not adversely affect the operation of EAR
DCCBs. It would, nonetheless, be interesting to know more
about the discharge processes in the TVG. Vacuum arcs and
the role of the cathode spots have been extensively researched
in the past. Vacuum arcs mainly burn in a diffuse regime and a
constricted regime. The vacuum arc voltage is oscillatory in the
diffuse regime and relatively stable in the constricted regime.
Apart from the stochastic oscillations observed, the discharge
voltage was relatively stable around 10 V to 15 V, which
indicates that the discharge in the TVG is an arc discharge.
Considering the low current used in these experiments, the
vacuum arc is most probably in the diffuse regime. The
behavior of vacuum arcs in VIs at low current was already
studied in [33]. Even though similarities to VIs are likely,
the cause of the substantial discharge voltage oscillations in
the conduction phase of the TVG at low current has yet to
be understood. Possibly, the discharge in the interelectrode
gap is never fully established during the oscillations in the
forming phase and conduction phase and the current in the
device is maintained by the forming glow discharge between
cathode and triggering electrode. The high positive voltage
excursions could be indicative for a cathode spot trying not
to extinct at low current. Theoretically, the discharge could
also oscillate back and forth between the triggering electrode
and the cathode after triggering with current inflow from the
anode. Interactions of the discharge with the RC circuit of
the originally proposed EAR DCCB configuration should be
considered because the voltage oscillations did not occur in
the experiments with the simplified EAR DCCB configuration.
Nonetheless, the experimental results show that the minimum
voltage requirement of approximately 50 V and low current
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operation down to 50 A are not a severe limitation for the
originally proposed EAR DCCB configuration.

The failed commutations to the commutation path of the
originally proposed EAR DCCB configuration at low RTVG

shows that the choice of RTVG has a lower bound. RTVG

has a higher bound as well since the TVG does not trigger
at all if RTVG limits the forming current below a certain
level. The fault impedance adds to the impedance of the RC
circuit during the triggering phase, which has to be considered
for the upper bound of RTVG. It is, therefore, relatively
complex to dimension the RC circuit such that the originally
proposed EAR DCCB configuration can operate at a wide
range of fault impedances. Thus, the inherent redundancy
of the originally proposed EAR DCCB configuration using
mechanical switches instead of disconnectors described in [28]
is indispensable for reliable interruption.

As demonstrated, auto-reclosing can be executed with ei-
ther the main path, the VI, or the commutation path, the
TVG. However, several commutation path auto-reclosing tests
without persisting fault exhibited commutation failure after
successful triggering, which still requires research for clar-
ification. As for now, it is unclear whether these problems
are technology or implementation related. In the experiments
with the originally proposed EAR DCCB configuration, the
problem occurred only for RTVG = 1 Ω and not with
RTVG = 4.7 Ω and RTVG = 15 Ω. The simplified EAR
DCCB configuration inconsistently exhibited this problem
with and without persisting fault. Connecting an RC snubber
dimensioned as the RC circuit of the originally proposed EAR
DCCB configuration in parallel to the TVG of the simplified
EAR DCCB configuration improved commutation reliability,
however, not to an acceptable level. Another disadvantage of
commutation path auto-reclosing is that the TVG can poten-
tially not be immediately triggered again after the subsequent
commutation to the main path. Hence, a mechanical switch
would be required instead of a UFD to handle persisting faults.

Overall, the simplified EAR DCCB configuration reduces
the component count considerably and allows for a more cost-
effective design than the originally proposed EAR DCCB con-
figuration. LCS-assisted triggering improves the operational
reliability because the commutation process is decoupled from
the DC grid and its influence on the voltage potential at the
cathode of the DCS. Moreover, the simplified EAR DCCB
configuration can be combined with any injection circuit
implementation because the current in the commutation path is
not rectified. Symmetric bidirectionality can be implemented
simpler compared to the originally proposed EAR DCCB
configuration by anti-parallel connecting DCSs. The simpler
structure of the commutation path of the simplified EAR
DCCB configuration allows for a modularized design similar
to hybrid DCCBs facilitating features such as fault current
limitation. The modularization also eases the design of EAR
DCCBs for HVDC. For instance, each module could be
implemented with a 55 kV TVG with a total of 6 modules
for a 320 kV HVDC system. Therefore, it is recommended to
adopt the simplified EAR DCCB configuration for HVDC.
For industrial applications, the EAR DCCB can be built
with already available components such as VIs, TVGs, and

IGBTs. For MVDC, the EAR DCCB design would resemble
common AC metal-enclosed switchgear and does not require
any modularization since VIs and TVGs with suitable ratings
are available. For HVDC, the EAR DCCB design would have
a physical layout similar to the DCCBs from [7], [11]. Even
though MVDC and HVDC designs would differ from the
prototype studied, it is expected that the findings of this study
are equally valid because the underlying operating mechanisms
do not change.

For future research, it would be interesting to investigate
the possibility to integrate the DCS as auxiliary contact gap in
the mechanical switch. The arc in the mechanical switch could
provide charge carriers that reduce the triggering requirements
of the auxiliary contact gap. In certain applications, it may
be preferable not to use an LCS, for instance, because of
the losses, and LCS-assisted triggering cannot be applied.
Instead, a fast mechanical switch could build up an arc
voltage sufficient to commutate iDC from the main path to the
commutation path [34]. In this case, the originally proposed
EAR DCCB configuration could potentially commutate faster
compared to the simplified EAR DCCB configuration.

VI. CONCLUSION

This work studied the originally proposed EAR DCCBs and
the simplified EAR DCCBs that use LCS-assisted commuta-
tion experimentally. The experiments show that the DCS used,
the TVG, triggers reliably down to 50 V and at current as
low as 20 A despite substantial discharge voltage oscillations.
Thus, the minimum voltage requirement of the DCS is not
as critical as previously expected. However, the RC circuit
of the originally proposed EAR DCCB configuration must
be carefully tuned for reliable commutation from the main
path to the commutation path at low current. For LCS-
assisted commutation to work reliably, the triggering delay
must be adapted depending on the current level. Moreover,
proactive commutation operation, main path auto-reclosing,
and commutation path auto-reclosing are demonstrated. If an
LCS is used in the EAR DCCB configuration, LCS-assisted
triggering allows to simplify the EAR DCCB configuration,
to reduce the component count, and to improve commutation
reliability under all operating conditions. Hence, the simplified
EAR configuration is superior to the originally proposed EAR
DCCB configuration in most applications.
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